most. However, there were large changes for seedlots represented in all 10 blocks. Overall, the changes in seedlot
means seemed well worth the extra effort involved in the
adjustment calculations.
The other important consequences cmcerned the analysis
of variance (Table 1). In the red pine experirnent, the adjustments had little effect on the seedlot Sums of squares
but reduced the error sum of squares by almost 50%. As
a result, the F value for seedlot rose from a barely significant 1.7 to a respectable 3.2, and the coefficient of variation
was reduced to 10% of the mean.
General Applicability
The moving average method has been used with data
from four oither plantations having pronounced site differences within and between blocks. In each case, the irnprovement in statistical precision was coinsiderable although not as marked as in the red pine provenance test.
The method has also b'een tried with data frolm plantations
without obvious large differences in site quality within
blocks. In such cases, the adjustments amounted to random
changes in plot means and had little effect on seedlot
means, Sums of squares or mean squares. In other words,
unwarranted use of the proposed new method has done
neither harm nor good.

Effectively, the moving average method causes an experiment such as the red pine provenance test to be considered as consisting of a very large number of small, incomplete blocks. Statistical efficiency becomes just as great
as if a very efficient lattice or incomplete block design had
been used when the experiment was installed.
In Michigan there are approximately 250 replicated genetic test plantations, of which 5 need to be analyzed by the
rather laborious moving average method and the remainder can be analyzad by the simpler methads applicable to
the randomized complete block design.
It would have been possible to achieve high statistical
precisioa in all plantations by rolutine use of balanced incomplete block designs. However, the extra effort would
have reaped commemurate benefits anly 2% of the time.
Availability of the running average method makes it possible to use simple designs but attain the high precision
inherent in the more complex designs if there is a need.
I requested views as to the legitimacy of the moving
average method from three trained statisticians. One had
reservations but the other two considered it valid. The one
with reservations coasidered it preferable to base the height
adjustments on some measure of site quality rather than
on height itself. In other words, he favored analysis of
covariance.
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Summary
The relationships of two kinds of multivariate statistical
analysis are discussed and illustrated with data from a
forest trae provenance study. Canonical correlation analysis of the biological data, taking into account geographical data, separated provenances and ecoilotgical regions more
effectively than did canonical variate analysis (discriminant
analysis). In each case Mahalanoibis distances between
provenances could be calculated. Distances under the first
analysis were greater than under the second, but the pattern was fairly coinsistent from one analysis to the other.
Key words: Picea sitchensis (BoNG.) C ARR., provenances, canonical

correlation analysis, discriminant analysis, Mahalanobis
distance.

* This paper grew out of research for a dissertation in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Faculty of Graduate Studies, University of British
Columbia, by the first author.

R6sum6
Titre: Classification multivariable en recherches sur les
provenances d'arbres forestiers: comparaison de deux techniques statistiques.
Les relations entre deux analyses statistiques multivariables mnt discutees et illustrees a l'aide de donnees
accumul6es loirs d'un test de provenances d'arbre forestier.
L'analyse des correlations canoniques des donnees biologiques, tenant compte des ooordonnees geographiques, a separk les provenances et les regions ecologiques de facon
plus effectice que l'analyse de variables canoniques (appellee aussi, analyse discriminante). Dans tous les cas, les
distances de Mahalanobis entre les provenances ont pu Gtre
calculees. Lors de la premiere analyse, les distances s'avererent plus grandes que lors de la sieconde, mais leur relatiolns resterent passablement coastantes d'une analyse a
l'autre.
Zusammenfassung
Titel: Multivariable Klassifikation in der HerkunftsunSilvae Genetica 27, 1 (1978)

